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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention comprises a steering System Selec 
tively operable in one of six modes: steer-by-wire with rear 
Steering, Steer-by-wire without rear Steering, electronic 
power assist Steering (EPAS) with rear Steering, electronic 
power Steering (EPAS) without rear Steering, mechanical 
backup manual Steering with rear Steering, and mechanical 
backup manual Steering without rear Steering. The Steer-by 
wire system includes a driver interface system (DIS), a front 
road wheel actuator system (FRWAS), a rear road wheel 
actuator system (RRWAS), and a controller for monitoring 
and implementing the preferred control Strategy. The Steer 
ing System of the present invention operates normally in a 
steer-by-wire mode. In each of the EPAS mode and manual 
mode, the controller causes a clutch mechanism to engage, 
thus creating a mechanical linkage between the Steerable 
member and the rack and pinion System while maintaining 
rear wheel assisted steering. In the EPAS mode, one of the 
front road wheel actuator or the reaction torque generator is 
available to assist in the Steering operation along with rear 
wheel Steering. Alternatively, in the manual mode, both the 
DIS and the FRWAS are deactivated and the vehicle is 
Steerable through mechanical means along with the rear 
wheel assisted Steering. 
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MOTOR VEHICLE STEERING SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Technical Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to a steering appara 
tus for a vehicle that directs front and rear steerable wheels 
in response to operator input in which the Steerable wheels 
are not mechanically coupled to a manually Steerable mem 
ber. 

0003 2. Description of the Prior Art 
0004. A typical automotive vehicle is steered by trans 
mitting operations of a manually Steerable member, Such as 
a Steering wheel, to a Steering mechanism for directing 
Steerable wheels for Steering. Generally, the manually Steer 
able member is located inside the vehicle passenger com 
partment, and the Steerable wheels are located at the front 
and rear of the vehicle. Thus, a Suitable Steering mechanism 
is necessary to couple the manually Steerable member and 
the front and rear steerable wheels. 

0005. A representative steering mechanism is a rack-and 
pinion type Steering mechanism. In a rack-and-pinion Steer 
ing mechanism, the rotational motion of the Steering wheel 
is communicated through a steering column to a pinion gear 
at its distal end. The pinion gear is engaged with a rack gear 
disposed laterally between the steerable wheels, which in 
turn are coupled to the rack gear by knuckle arms and tie 
rods. In this manner, rotation of the Steering wheel is 
translated into the lateral movement of the rack gear, which 
causes the Steerable wheels to pivot in the desired direction. 
In general, mechanical Steering mechanisms are power 
assisted by hydraulic or electrical assist units. 
0006. In order to overcome limitations presented by 
mechanical Steering Systems, it has been proposed to utilize 
a steering System in which the manually Steerable member 
is not mechanically coupled to the Steerable wheels and 
Steering movement is achieved by an electrically controlled 
motor, a steer-by-wire System. In a Steer-by-wire System, a 
road wheel actuator operates in response to detected values 
of various Steering parameters, Such as for example Steering 
wheel angle, vehicle Speed, vehicle lateral acceleration, and 
road wheel angle. The detected values are communicated 
electronically to the road wheel actuator from Sensors, or 
alternatively, from a centralized controller. Upon receipt and 
processing of the Steering command, the road wheel actuator 
orients the steerable wheels in the desired direction in 
accordance with the vehicle Steering parameters. 
0007. In order to provide a steering “feel” to the vehicle 
operator, a typical Steer-by-wire vehicle will also utilize a 
reaction torque generator that Synthesizes and generates a 
reaction torque in the manually Steerable member. For 
example, if the manually Steerable member is a Steering 
wheel, then the reaction torque generator will generally 
rotate a shaft coupled to the Steering wheel in order to give 
the vehicle operator a resistive or assisting torque. In gen 
eral, the magnitude and direction of the reaction torque will 
be determined by a control System cooperating between the 
reaction torque generator, the road wheel actuator, and the 
various vehicle Sensing Systems. 
0008. The adaptability of steer-by-wire systems to 
myriad Situations provides a great number of advantages not 
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apparent in a mechanically Steered vehicle. It is believed that 
a hybrid-type Steering System is needed in order to ease the 
transition in the automotive market from mechanically 
coupled Steering Systems to Steer-by-wire Steering Systems. 

0009 Moreover, rear wheel steering is becoming more 
and more common on vehicles. Front and Rear wheel 
Steering provides increased vehicle maneuverability relative 
to front wheel steering only vehicles. Vehicle front and rear 
wheel Steering offers advantages over vehicles having only 
front wheel Steering. However, manufacturers have been 
challenged in implementing rear wheel Steering with other 
vehicle features. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. Accordingly, the present invention comprises a 
Steering System Selectively operable in one of six modes: 
Steer-by-wire with rear Steering, Steer-by-wire without rear 
Steering, electronic power assist Steering (EPAS) with rear 
Steering, electronic power Steering (EPAS) without rear 
Steering, front Steering mechanical backup (manual steering) 
with rear Steering, and front Steering mechanical backup 
without rear Steering. This Steer-by-wire System includes a 
driver interface system (DIS), a front road wheel actuator 
system (FRWAS), a rear road wheel actuator system 
(RRWAS), and first and second controllers for monitoring 
and implementing the preferred control Strategy. 
0011. The DIS includes a steerable member that is rotat 
able about a shaft. The rotation of the steerable member and 
the Shaft is measured by a steering wheel angle Sensor, 
disposed about the shaft. The shaft is coupled to a reaction 
torque generator for generating a steering feel based upon 
the applicable Steering parameters, Such as the vehicle 
Speed, Steering wheel angle, yaw rate, rack load, and lateral 
acceleration. 

0012. The FRWAS includes a front road wheel actuator 
responsive to control commands from the first controller. 
The front road wheel actuator is operatively coupled to a 
rack and pinion type Steering System. Through the first 
controller, the front road wheel actuator rotates the pinion 
gear, which in turn causes the lateral motion of the rack gear 
thereby steering the road wheels. Like the DIS, the perfor 
mance of the FRWAS is monitored by a plurality of sensors. 
0013 The RRWAS includes left and right rear road wheel 
actuators responsive to control commands from the Second 
controller. The rear road wheel actuators are operatively 
coupled to the left and right road wheels, respectively. 
Through the Second controller, each of the rear road wheel 
actuators rotates its respective wheel to Steering the rear road 
wheels. Like the DIS, the performance of the RRWAS is 
monitored by a plurality of Sensors. 
0014 Further aspects, features and advantages of the 
invention will become apparent from consideration of the 
following description and the appended claims when taken 
in connection with the accompanying drawings 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0015 FIG. 1 is a general schematic diagram of a steering 
System in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0016 FIG. 2a is a block diagram of the steering system 
control Strategy in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 
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0017 FIG. 2b is a flow chart depicting the top-level 
controls of the Steering System for a front and rear road 
wheel actuator System. 
0.018 FIG.2c is a decision matrix for system controls of 
the front and rear road wheel actuator System. 
0.019 FIG. 3 is a flow chart depicting a sub-matrix 
control Scheme for the A1 Sub-matrix. 

0020 FIG. 4 is a flow chart depicting a sub-matrix 
control Scheme for the A2 Sub-matrix. 

0021 FIG. 5 is a flow chart depicting a sub-matrix 
control Scheme for the A3 Sub-matrix. 

0022 FIG. 6 is a flow chart depicting a sub-matrix 
control Scheme for the B2 Sub-matrix. 

0023 FIG. 7 is a flow chart depicting a sub-matrix 
control Scheme for the B3 Sub-matrix. 

0024 FIG. 8 is a flow chart depicting a sub-matrix 
control Scheme for the C1 Sub-matrix. 

0025 FIG. 9 is a flow chart depicting a sub-matrix 
control Scheme for the C2 Sub-matrix. 

0.026 FIG. 10 is a flow chart depicting a sub-matrix 
control Scheme for the C3 Sub-matrix. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0027. In a preferred embodiment, the present invention 
generally comprises a Steering System Selectively operable 
in one of six modes: Steer-by-wire with rear Steering, Steer 
by-wire without rear Steering, electronic power assist Steer 
ing (EPAS) with rear Steering, electronic power Steering 
(EPAS) without rear Steering, front steering mechanical 
backup (manual steering) with rear Steering, and front steer 
ing mechanical backup without rear Steer-by-wire control. In 
a preferred embodiment, the Steer-by-wire System includes a 
driver interface system (DIS), a front road wheel actuator 
system (FRWAS), a rear road wheel actuator system 
(RRWAS), and first and second controllers for monitoring 
and implementing the preferred control Strategy. 
0028. In the preferred embodiment, the steering system 
operates normally in a Steer-by-wire mode with rear Steer 
ing, in which information regarding the angular position of 
the steerable member is combined with other data to com 
pute a control or command Signal, which the controller 
directs to the front and rear road wheel actuators. AS noted, 
the front and rear road wheel actuators then cooperate to 
rotate the front and rear road wheels, respectively. The 
FRWAS mechanically steers the front road wheels through 
the rack and pinion mechanism. Moreover, the Steering 
System is also adapted for operation in Steer-by-wire mode 
without rear Steering, an electronic power assist Steering 
(EPAS) mode (with and without rear steering) and a manual 
backup mode (with and without rear Steering) in response to 
a malfunction in any part component of the FRWAS, DIS or 
RRWAS subsystem. 
0029. In the EPAS mode and backup mode, the controller 
causes a clutch mechanism to engage, thus creating a 
mechanical linkage between the Steerable member and the 
rack and pinion system. In the EPAS mode, one of the front 
road wheel actuator or the reaction torque generator is 
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available to assist in the Steering operation. Additionally, the 
rear road wheel actuator continues to receive control signals 
from the controller and rotate the rear road wheels accord 
ingly. Alternatively, in the backup mode, both the DIS and 
the FRWAS are deactivated and the front road wheels of the 
vehicle are Steerable through entirely mechanical means. 
However, the RRWAS may still be operable. In the event 
that the System power is cut off or the vehicle is not running, 
i.e., both FRWAS and RRWAS are inoperable, the steering 
System of the present invention is operable in the manual 
mode. 

0030. In accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention, FIG. 1 depicts a Schematic block diagram of a 
Steering System 10 having a front Steering System and a rear 
Steering System. The Steer-by-wire System 10 includes as its 
primary components a driver interface System (DIS) 12, a 
front road wheel actuator system (FRWAS) 14, a rear road 
wheel actuator system 15, and front and rear controller 16 
for monitoring and controlling the respective Systems. The 
control architecture of the Steering System 10 of the present 
invention is based upon the operational independence of the 
DIS 12, the FRWAS 14, and the RRWAS 15. The steering 
system 10 is powered by a battery 18, which provides 
electrical power to the various electrical components herein. 

0031) The DIS 12 includes a steerable member 20 that is 
rotatable about a shaft 22. The shaft 22 extends from the 
Steerable member 20 towards the FRWAS 14. Between the 
shaft 22 and the FRWAS 14 is a clutch mechanism 50, the 
control of which is discussed further herein. The rotation of 
the steerable member 20 and the shaft 22 is measured by a 
Steering wheel angle Sensor 24, disposed about the shaft 22. 
In a preferred embodiment, the Steering wheel angle Sensor 
24 as shown includes at least one independent Sensing unit, 
Such that measurement redundancy is ensured. The Shaft 22 
is coupled to a reaction torque generator 26, the operation of 
which is controlled by the controller 16. 
0032. The reaction torque generator 26 generates a pre 
Scribed torque upon the shaft 22, thus providing either 
resistance or assistance to a vehicle operator in rotating the 
steerable member 20. The performance of the reaction 
torque generator 26 is monitored by a pair of condition 
Sensors 28, 30. A reaction torque generator current Sensor 28 
measures the amount of current utilized by the reaction 
torque generator, and conveys that measurement to the 
controller 16. Similarly, a reaction torque generator tem 
perature Sensor 30 monitors the temperature of the reaction 
torque generator 26 and communicates measurements to the 
controller 16. The foregoing Sensors and other Sensors 
associated with the DIS 12 may be referred to herein as the 
“Steering Sensors'. 

0033. The FRWAS 14 includes a front road wheel actua 
tor 38 responsive to control commands from the controller 
16. The front road wheel actuator 38 is operatively coupled 
to a pinion gear 42, which is in turn engaged to a rack gear 
40 displaced about a transverse axis of the motor vehicle. 
The rack gear 40 is coupled to or part of an axle 46, which 
extends laterally acroSS the motor vehicle to a location 
suitable for the road wheels 48. Through the controller 16, 
the front road wheel actuator 38 rotates the pinion gear 42, 
which in turn causes the lateral motion of the rack gear 40, 
and through a typical Steering and Suspension System, the 
pivoting and Steering of the road wheels 48. 
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0034) The performance of the FRWAS 14 is monitored by 
a plurality of Sensors. Road wheel position Sensors 32a, 32b, 
are adapted for measuring or estimating the angular position 
of the road wheels 48 and communicating this value to the 
controller 16. During Steering operation, a rack load Sensor 
44 measures the load on the rack gear 40, a value that is also 
transmitted to the controller 16. The operating conditions of 
the front road wheel actuator 38 are monitored by a front 
road wheel actuator temperature Sensor 36 and a front road 
wheel actuator current Sensor 34. The foregoing Sensors and 
other sensors associated with the FRWAS 14 may be 
referred to herein as the "front road wheel sensors”. 

0035. The steering system 10 includes additional com 
ponents, including a yaw rate Sensor 52, a lateral accelera 
tion sensor 54, and a vehicle speed sensor 56. The foregoing 
Sensors are directed primarily at the measurement or esti 
mation of vehicle parameters, and are thus utilized primarily 
for maximizing the System's Steering performance. Addi 
tionally, a battery current sensor 58 detects the electrical 
current available to the Steering System 10, and conveys this 
value to the controller 16. 

0036) The RRWAS 15 includes a rear road wheel actua 
tors 87 and 88 responsive to control commands from the 
controller 16 for rear Steering. The rear road wheel actuators 
87 and 88 are operatively coupled to rear road wheel 
position sensors 32c and 32d, respectively. RRWA87 and 88 
are configured to move each respective rear wheel 48 based 
on the command signal from the controller 16. RRWA 87 
and 88 may each be any Suitable actuator or actuator 
assembly known in the art used for angularly moving or 
pivoting road wheels. 

0037. The performance of the RRWAS 15 is monitored 
by a plurality of Sensors. Rear road wheel position Sensors 
32c, 32d, are adapted for measuring or estimating the 
angular position of the road wheels 48 and communicating 
this value to the controller 16. The operating conditions of 
the rear road wheel actuators 87 and 88 are monitored by a 
rear road wheel actuator temperature sensors 90, 92 and a 
rear road wheel actuator current sensor 94, 96. The forego 
ing sensors and other sensors associated with the RRWAS 15 
may be referred to herein as the “rear road wheel sensors”. 

0038 FIG. 2a illustrates a high-level block diagram 10 
of a control Strategy for Steering System 10 in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. In this 
embodiment, a controller System 16 processes a driver's 
intent (indicated by reference numeral 13) which is repre 
Sented by a steering wheel angle signal indicative of Steering 
wheel angle, a steering wheel rate Signal indicative of 
Steering wheel rate, and a Steering torque Signal indicative of 
steering wheel torque from DIS 12. Other signal may be 
implemented in this embodiment. The driver's intent is 
received by the controller system 16 via Driver Interface 
System 12. The controller System 16 processes the Signals 
and then Sends command Signals to the front and rear road 
wheel actuators 14 and 15 which affect motion to each of the 
Steered wheels. 

0039. Also the controller system 16 processes other sig 
nals including Signals of the road wheel angle(s), road wheel 
motor(s) current, yaw rate, lateral acceleration and vehicle 
Speed to determine the vehicle's dynamic Status. It is to be 
noted that some or all of the signals of the road wheel 
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angle(s), road wheel motor(s) current, yaw rate, lateral 
acceleration and vehicle Speed may be received from the 
FRWAS 14 and RRWAS 15. 

0040. By means of the FRWAS 14 and RRWAS 15, the 
controller system 16 will issue commands to control the road 
wheels based on the driver's intent 13 and the vehicle 
dynamic status. By means of DIS 12, the controller will 
issue commands to control the Steering wheel feedback 
based on the driver's intent, the vehicle dynamics Status and 
pre-Specified parameter Settings Such as an adjustable Steer 
ing ratio, a maximum Steering effort/torque, and a desired 
feel. 

0041) The front road wheel actuator system (FRWAS) 14 
is configured to receive command Signals from the controller 
System 16 and converts the command Signals to a Steered 
wheel motion. In this embodiment, this may include a 
mechanism that connects both the front steered wheel by 
means of tie rods to a rack and pinion device, where an 
electric motor imparts the rotary motion to the pinion, which 
in turn moves the rack. The rotary motion to the pinion may 
be determined by the controller system based on various 
factors, including but not limited to Steering wheel angle, 
Steering wheel rate, vehicle Speed, lateral acceleration, yaw 
rate, road condition, environmental condition. 
0042. In this embodiment, rear road wheel actuator sys 
tem (RRWAS) 15 comprises two independent electric actua 
tors. In a preferred embodiment, the independent rear actua 
tors are Electric Rack and Pinion type actuators. However, 
it is to be understood that any other type of electric actuators 
may be used, including but not limited to ball Screw actua 
tors. RRWAS 15 has sensors to sense steered wheel angles, 
motor current Sensor for the motors which drives the actua 
tors, temperature Sensor to record the temperature, and 
force/torque Sensor to record the tie road load/wheel align 
ment moment. 

0043. In this embodiment, after receiving command sig 
nals from the controller system 16, the FRWAS 14 and the 
RRWAS 15 respond accordingly based on the command 
Signals and Sensor feedback signals are Sent back to the 
controller system 16. For example, the FRWAS 14 may 
move the front Steering wheels to the left at a particular 
angle from center based on the predetermined Steering ratio 
of the vehicle. Moreover, other vehicle Signals including 
motor current signal, temperature Signal, Steered wheel 
angle Signal, road/Steering forces signal from the road wheel 
actuator systems 14 and 15 may be fed to the controller 
system 16. 
0044. After receiving the feedback signals, the controller 
System 16 may then process the feedback Signals to generate 
a steering feel feedback signal to the DIS 12. The DIS 12 
may include a Steering feedback actuator, a motor, a brake, 
and a damper (not shown). The Steering feel feedback signal 
from the controller system 16 closes the loop for the steering 
system 10 in which the driver's intent results in steered 
wheels and generated Steering feel fed back to the driver. 
0045 Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2a, the steering system 
10 is capable of including features such as driver selectable 
feel, Speed Sensitive Steering feel, actively controlled Vari 
able ratio, end-of-rack travel feedback, curb feel, active 
returnability, enhanced low speed maneuverability, drastic 
reduction in turning radius and interactive vehicle dynamics 
control and a failsafe column backup. 
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0046. In normal use, when all the Subsystems are func 
tioning properly, the Steering System may have three normal 
modes of operation. In a first mode, when the vehicle is 
traveling at a low rate of Speed, the rear wheels turn in the 
opposite direction of the front wheels. The first mode may be 
used for parking Situations or trailer towing and allows for 
a higher degree of vehicle maneuverability. The first mode 
also reduces the turning radius of the vehicle. In a Second 
mode, the vehicle may be operated at moderate Speeds. In 
the Second mode, the rear wheels are independently con 
trolled to optimize turning of the vehicle. In a third mode, 
when the vehicle is moving at a high rate of Speed, the 
vehicle wheels turn in the same direction as the front wheels. 
The third mode allows a reduction of vehicle yaw or rotation 
motion during passing, lane change, or evasive maneuvers. 
The third mode allows stability of the vehicle when towing 
a trailer. 

0047 The rear steer-by-wire system can also be used to 
assist the driver if a fault occurs in the front Steering System. 
If the front System experiences a fault and the rear Steer 
by-wire System is Still able to function, then the mechanical 
backup clutch will engage, thereby placing the System into 
a manual Steering mode. However, the rear wheels may be 
controlled to assist the driver and provide greater maneu 
verability of the vehicle. 

0.048 Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2a, the steering system 
10 operates normally in a steer-by-wire mode, in which 
information regarding the angular position of the steerable 
member 20 is combined with other pertinent information to 
compute a control Signal, which the controller 16 directs to 
the front road wheel actuator 38 and the rear road wheel 
actuators 87 and 88. As noted, the front road wheel actuator 
38 then mechanically steers the front road wheels 48 through 
the rack and pinion mechanism of the FRWAS 14 and the 
rear road wheel actuators 87, 88 mechanically steer the rear 
road wheels 48 by known actuation means. 

0049. However, the steering system 10 is also adapted for 
operation in an electronic power assist Steering (EPAS) 
mode (with and without rear Steering) and a manual mode 
(with and without rear Steering). Operation in these alternate 
modes is determined by the controller 16 in response to a 
malfunction in any part of either the FRWAS 14, DIS 12 or 
the RRWAS 15. If the battery 18 is unable to supply 
sufficient electrical current or if the steering system 10 of the 
present invention is powered down, then the lack of elec 
trical power causes the clutch mechanism 50 to engage. 

0050. In each of the EPAS mode and manual mode, the 
controller 16 causes the clutch mechanism 50 to engage, 
thus connecting the Shaft 22 to the pinion gear 42. One of the 
front road wheel actuator 38 or the reaction torque generator 
26 is available to assist the rotation of the shaft 22 and the 
pinion gear 42 in the EPAS mode. Moreover, if the controller 
16 is operational, the rear road wheels 48 may be controlled 
by the controller 16 and rear road wheel actuators 87.88 for 
further assisted Steering. 

0051. In the manual mode, both front road wheel actuator 
38 and the reaction torque generator 26 are deactivated, and 
rotation of the pinion gear 42 is accomplished Solely by 
manual rotation of the shaft 22. So long as the controller 16 
is operational, the rear road wheel actuators 87.88 may 
continue to move the rear road wheels 48 for further assisted 
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Steering. Moreover, it is to be understood that the Steering 
System may include Separate controllers for each of the road 
wheel actuators. 

0052 As an example of a control strategy for the steering 
system 10 above, a control scheme for the steer-by-wire 
mode, EPAS mode, and manual mode is provided below 
with reference to FIGS. 2b-10. 

0053 FIGS. 2b-2c depict a decision matrix and a high 
level flowchart for the diagnosis and remedy of malfunctions 
in the steering system 10 of the present invention. The 
flowchart begins with step S101 and step S102, in which the 
controller 16 checks for system malfunctions. Due to the 
complexity of the steering system 10, the controller 16 
checks for System malfunctions in four dependent domains: 
the reaction torque generator in Step S104, the Sensors in 
step S106, the front road wheel actuator in step 108 and the 
rear road wheel actuator in step S109. With respect to the 
Sensors, the controller 16 inquires as to the functional State 
of the steering sensors in step S120 and the front road wheel 
sensor in step S122. Because the DIS 12 and the FRWAS 14 
are comprised of the foregoing actuators and Sensors, a more 
detailed cross-comparison analysis is implemented. 
0054 The functional interdependence of steps S104, 
S120, S122, S108 and S109 is demonstrated clearly in 
matrix M1. Although any one malfunction is sufficient for 
the controller 16 to engage the clutch mechanism 50, it is 
necessary for the controller 16 to further inquire as to the 
State of other dependent and independent Subsystems. For 
example, a malfunction of the Steering wheel angle Sensor 
24 alone will render the entire DIS 12 inoperable, and thus 
the clutch mechanism 50 will be engaged. A Second mal 
function of the reaction torque generator 26 will also render 
the DIS 12 inoperable, but the controller 16 is not required 
to take any further mitigating action. In contrast, a third 
malfunction of the rack load sensor 44 will render the 
FRWAS 14 inoperable, and thus the controller 16 must 
prepare the Steering System 10 for operation in a manual 
mode. 

0055 Consequently, each of the reaction torque genera 
tor, front road wheel actuator, rear road wheel actuators, 
Steering Sensors, and front road wheel Sensors respective 
conditions are used to implement a control Strategy. Matrix 
M1 presents a tabled listing of the possible outcomes of 
malfunction inquires into these respective domains. For 
example, Submatrix A1 shows the interdependence between 
the reaction torque generator and the front road wheel 
actuator, resulting in four possible combinatorial outcomes: 
Y/Y, Y/N, N/Y, and N/N. Similarly, submatricies A2, A3, 
B2, B3, C1, C2, and C3 show the combinatorial outcomes of 
the inquiries into the respective domains, as detailed in 
FIGS. 3-10. 

0056 Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the 
interdependence of the DIS 12, FRWAS 14 and RRWAS 15, 
as shown in FIG.2b, in step S110 the controller 16 inquires 
as to the sufficiency of the battery current. The battery 18 is 
independent from the other Systems, and thus any insuffi 
ciency of battery current will result in the mechanical clutch 
being engaged as shown in step S112. Without sufficient 
electrical current, the controller 16 does not have an avail 
able EPAS mode in which to operate, and thus the steering 
System 10 must be operated in a pure manual mode as shown 
in step S114 without rear wheel steering. The controller 16 
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then resumes the normal monitoring and control of the 
steering system 10 in step S116. If the battery current is 
sufficient, then the controller 16 proceeds to matrix M1, 
which is followed by the relevant Submatricies. 
0057 FIG. 3 is a flowchart summarizing the control 
algorithm executed in submatrix A1, starting with step S130. 
The controller 16 inquires as to the functional capacity of the 
reaction torque generator in Step S132 and the front road 
wheel actuator in step S134. If, as in step S136, there is a 
malfunction of both the reaction torque generator 26 and the 
front road wheel actuator 38, the clutch mechanism 50 is 
engaged. In step S138, the controller 16 deactivates the 
FRWAS 14 and the DIS 12 and operates the steering system 
10 in a manual mode. Moreover, the rear road wheel 
actuators 87.88 may continue to receive command signals 
from controller 16 and move the respective rear road wheel 
for further assisted steering. The controller 16 then resumes 
normal monitoring and control functions in step S140. 
0.058 If, as in step S142, the reaction torque generator 26 
malfunctions but the front road wheel actuator 38 is func 
tional, the controller 16 engages the clutch mechanism 50. 
Because the DIS 12 is not functional, the controller 16 
deactivates it and operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with 
the front road wheel actuator 38 providing the electronic 
power assist as shown in step S144. Moreover, the rear road 
wheel actuators 87.88 may continue to receive command 
Signals from controller 16 and move the respective rear road 
wheel for further assisted steering. The controller 16 then 
resumes normal monitoring and control functions in Step 
S146. 

0059) If, as in step S148, the reaction torque generator 26 
is functional but the front road wheel actuator 38 is not 
functional, the controller engages the clutch mechanism 50. 
Because the FRWAS 14 is not functional, the controller 16 
deactivates it and operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with 
the reaction torque generator 26 providing the electronic 
power assist as shown in step S150. Moreover, the rear road 
wheel actuators 87.88 may continue to receive command 
Signals from controller 16 and move the respective rear road 
wheel for further assisted steering. The controller 16 then 
resumes normal monitoring and control functions in Step 
S152. 

0060) If neither the reaction torque generator 26 nor the 
front road wheel actuator 38 malfunction, as shown in step 
S154, then the controller 16 maintains the clutch mechanism 
50 in a disengaged state. The steering system 10 is then 
operated in a steer-by-wire mode as shown in step S156 and 
the controller 16 resumes normal monitoring and control 
functions in step S158 including control of the RRWAS 15. 
0061 FIG. 4 is a flowchart summarizing the control 
algorithm executed in submatrix A2, starting with step S160. 
The controller 16 inquires as to the functional capacity of the 
reaction torque generator in Step S162 and the Steering 
sensors in step S164. If, as in step S166, there is a malfunc 
tion of both the reaction torque generator 26 and one of the 
various Steering Sensors, the clutch mechanism 50 is 
engaged. In step S168, the controller 16 deactivates the DIS 
12 and operates the steering system 10 in an EPAS mode 
with the front road wheel actuator 38 providing the elec 
tronic power assist. The rear road wheel actuators 87.88 may 
continue to receive command Signals from controller 16 and 
move the respective rear road wheel for further assisted 
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Steering. The controller 16 then resumes normal monitoring 
and control functions in step S170. 
0062) If, as in step S172, the reaction torque generator 26 
malfunctions but the Steering Sensors are functional, the 
controller 16 engages the clutch mechanism 50. Because the 
DIS 12 is not functional, the controller 16 deactivates it and 
operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with the front road 
wheel actuator 38 providing the electronic power assist as 
shown in step S174. Moreover, the rear road wheel actuators 
87.88 may continue to receive command signals from con 
troller 16 and move the respective rear road wheel for further 
assisted Steering. The controller 16 then resumes normal 
monitoring and control functions in step S176. 
0063) If, as in step S178, the reaction torque generator 26 
is functional but the Steering Sensors are not functional, the 
controller engages the clutch mechanism 50. Because the 
DIS 12 is not functional, the controller 16 deactivates it and 
operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with the front road 
wheel actuator 38 providing the electronic power assist as 
shown in step S180. The RRWAS 15 may continue to be 
controlled by the controller 16. The controller 16 then 
resumes normal monitoring and control functions in Step 
S182. 

0064. If neither the reaction torque generator 26 nor the 
Steering Sensors malfunction, as shown in Step S184, then 
the controller 16 maintains the clutch mechanism 50 in a 
disengaged State. The Steering System 10 is then operated in 
a steer-by-wire mode as shown in step S186 and the con 
troller 16 resumes normal monitoring and control functions 
in step S188 along with continued control of the RRWAS 15. 
0065 FIG. 5 is a flowchart summarizing the control 
algorithm executed in submatrix A3, starting with step S190. 
The controller 16 inquires as to the functional capacity of the 
reaction torque generator in Step S192 and the front road 
wheel sensors in step S194. If, as in step S196, there is a 
malfunction of both the reaction torque generator 26 and the 
front road wheel sensors, the clutch mechanism 50 is 
engaged. In step S198, the controller 16 deactivates the 
FRWAS 14 and the DIS 12 and operates the steering system 
10 in a manual mode. Moreover, the rear road wheel 
actuators 87.88 may continue to receive command signals 
from controller 16 and move the respective rear road wheel 
for further assisted Steering, So long as the controller 16 is 
operational. The controller 16 then resumes normal moni 
toring and control functions in step S200. 
0066. If, as in step S202, the reaction torque generator 26 
malfunctions but the front road wheel Sensors are functional, 
the controller 16 engages the clutch mechanism 50. Because 
the DIS 12 is not functional, the controller 16 deactivates it 
and operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with the front 
road wheel actuator 38 providing the electronic power assist 
as shown in step S204. The rear road wheel actuators 87,88 
may continue to receive command Signals from controller 16 
and move the respective rear road wheel for further assisted 
Steering. The controller 16 then resumes normal monitoring 
and control functions in step S206. 
0067. If, as in step S208, the reaction torque generator 26 
is functional but the front road wheel sensors are not 
functional, the controller engages the clutch mechanism 50. 
Because the FRWAS 14 is not functional, the controller 16 
deactivates it and operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with 
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the reaction torque generator 26 providing the electronic 
power assist as shown in step S210. Moreover, the rear road 
wheel actuators 87.88 may continue to receive command 
Signals from controller 16 and move the respective rear road 
wheel for further assisted steering. The controller 16 then 
resumes normal monitoring and control functions in Step 
S212. 

0068 If neither the reaction torque generator 26 nor the 
front road wheel Sensors malfunction, as shown in Step 
S214, then the controller 16 maintains the clutch mechanism 
50 in a disengaged state. The steering system 10 is then 
operated in a steer-by-wire mode as shown in Step S216 and 
the controller 16 resumes normal monitoring and control 
functions in step S218 along with continued control of the 
RRWAS 15. 

0069 FIG. 6 is a flowchart summarizing the control 
algorithm executed in submatrix B2, starting with step S220. 
The controller 16 inquires as to the functional capacity of the 
front road wheel actuator 38 in step S222 and the steering 
Sensors in Step S224. If, as in Step S226, there is a malfunc 
tion of both the front road wheel actuator 38 and the steering 
Sensors, the clutch mechanism 50 is engaged. In Step S228, 
the controller 16 deactivates the FRWAS 14 and the DIS 12 
and operates the Steering System 10 in a manual mode with 
rear Steering control. Moreover, the rear road wheel actua 
tors 87.88 may continue to receive command signals from 
controller 16 and move the respective rear road wheel for 
further assisted Steering. The controller 16 then resumes 
normal monitoring and control functions in step S230. 
0070) If, as in step S232, the front road wheel actuator 38 
malfunctions but the Steering Sensors are functional, the 
controller 16 engages the clutch mechanism 50. Because the 
FRWAS 14 is not functional, the controller 16 deactivates it 
and operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with the reaction 
torque generator 26 providing the electronic power assist as 
shown in step S234. As above, the rear road wheel actuators 
87.88 may continue to receive command signals from con 
troller 16 and move the respective rear road wheel for further 
assisted Steering, So long as the controller 16 is operational. 
The controller 16 then resumes normal monitoring and 
control functions in step S236. 
0.071) If, as in step S238, the front road wheel actuator 38 

is functional but the Steering Sensors are not functional, the 
controller engages the clutch mechanism 50. Because the 
DIS 14 is not functional, the controller 16 deactivates it and 
operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with the front road 
wheel actuator 38 providing the electronic power assist as 
shown in step S240. Moreover, the rear road wheel actuators 
87.88 may continue to receive command signals from con 
troller 16 and move the respective rear road wheel for further 
assisted Steering. The controller 16 then resumes normal 
monitoring and control functions in Step S242. 

0072) If neither the front road wheel actuator 38 nor the 
Steering Sensors malfunction, as shown in Step S244, then 
the controller 16 maintains the clutch mechanism 50 in a 
disengaged State. The Steering System 10 is then operated in 
a steer-by-wire mode as shown in step S246 and the con 
troller 16 resumes normal monitoring and control functions 
in step S248 along with continued control of RRWAS 15. 
0073 FIG. 7 is a flowchart summarizing the control 
algorithm executed in submatrix B3, starting with step S250. 
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The controller 16 inquires as to the functional capacity of the 
front road wheel actuator 38 in step S252 and the front road 
wheel sensors in step S254. If, as in step S256, there is a 
malfunction of both the front road wheel actuator 38 and one 
of the various front road wheel Sensors, the clutch mecha 
nism 50 is engaged. In step S258, the controller 16 deacti 
vates the FRWAS 14 and operates the steering system 10 in 
an EPAS mode with the reaction torque generator 26 pro 
Viding the electronic power assist. Moreover, the rear road 
wheel actuators 87.88 may continue to receive command 
Signals from controller 16 and move the respective rear road 
wheel for further assisted steering. The controller 16 then 
resumes normal monitoring and control functions in Step 
S260. 

0074) If, as in step S262, the front road wheel actuator 38 
malfunctions but the front road wheel Sensors are functional, 
the controller 16 engages the clutch mechanism 50. Because 
the FRWAS 14 is not functional, the controller 16 deacti 
vates it and operates the steering system 10 in an EPAS 
mode with the reaction torque generator 26 providing the 
electronic power assist as shown in Step S264. AS mentioned 
above, the rear road wheel actuators 87.88 may continue to 
receive command Signals from controller 16 and move the 
respective rear road wheel for further assisted Steering. The 
controller 16 then resumes normal monitoring and control 
functions in step S266. 
0075) If, as in step S268, the front road wheel actuator 38 
is functional but the front road wheel sensors are not 
functional, the controller engages the clutch mechanism 50. 
Because the FRWAS 14 is not functional, the controller 16 
deactivates it and operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with 
the reaction torque generator 26 providing the electronic 
power assist as shown in step S270. Moreover, the rear road 
wheel actuators 87.88 may continue to receive command 
Signals from controller 16 and move the respective rear road 
wheel for further assisted steering. The controller 16 then 
resumes normal monitoring and control functions in Step 
S272. 

0076). If neither the front road wheel actuator 38 nor the 
front road wheel Sensors malfunction, as shown in Step 
S274, then the controller 16 maintains the clutch mechanism 
50 in a disengaged state. The steering system 10 is then 
operated in a steer-by-wire mode as shown in step S276 and 
the controller 16 resumes normal monitoring and control 
functions in step S278 along with rear wheel steering. 
0.077 FIG. 8 is a flowchart summarizing the control 
algorithm executed in submatrix C1, starting with step S280. 
The controller 16 inquires as to the functional capacity of the 
rear road wheel actuators 87, 88 in step S282 and the front 
road wheel actuator 38 in step S284. If, as in step S286, there 
is a malfunction of both the rear road wheel actuators and the 
front road wheel actuator, the clutch mechanism 50 is 
engaged. In step S288, the controller 16 deactivates the 
FRWAS 14 and the RRWAS 15 and operates the steering 
system 10 in an EPAS mode, without rear steering, with the 
reaction torque generator 26 providing the electronic power 
assist. The controller 16 then resumes normal monitoring 
and control functions in step S290. 
0078 If, as in step S292, the rear road wheel actuators 87, 
88 malfunction but the front road wheel actuator 38 is 
functional, the controller 16 maintains the clutch mechanism 
50 in a disengaged state. Because the RRWAS 15 is not 
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functional, the controller 16 deactivates it and operates the 
vehicle in a steer-by-wire mode without rear Steering control 
as shown in step S294. The controller 16 then resumes 
normal monitoring and control functions in step S296. 
0079) If, as in step S298, the rear road wheel actuators 87, 
88 are functional but the front road wheel actuator 38 is not 
functional, the controller engages the clutch mechanism 50. 
Because the FRWAS 14 is not functional, the controller 16 
deactivates it and operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with 
the reaction torque generator 26 providing the electronic 
power assist as shown in step S300. Moreover, the rear road 
wheel actuators 87.88 may continue to receive command 
Signals from controller 16 and move the respective rear road 
wheel for further assisted steering. The controller 16 then 
resumes normal monitoring and control functions in Step 
S3O2. 

0080) If neither the rear road wheel actuators 87, 88 nor 
the front road wheel actuator 38 malfunction, as shown in 
step S304, then the controller 16 maintains the clutch 
mechanism 50 in a disengaged State. The Steering System 10 
is then operated in a Steer-by-wire mode as shown in Step 
S306 and the controller 16 resumes normal monitoring and 
control functions in step S308 including control of the 
RRWAS 15. 

0081 FIG. 9 is a flowchart summarizing the control 
algorithm executed in submatrix C2, starting with step S310. 
The controller 16 inquires as to the functional capacity of the 
rear road wheel actuators 87, 88 in step S312 and the 
steering sensors in step S314. If, as in step S316, there is a 
malfunction of both the rear road wheel actuators and one of 
the various Steering Sensors, the clutch mechanism 50 is 
engaged. In step S318, the controller 16 deactivates the DIS 
12 and RRWAS 15 and operates the steering system 10 in an 
EPAS mode without rear steering, with the front road wheel 
actuator 38 providing the electronic power assist. The con 
troller 16 then resumes normal monitoring and control 
functions in step S320. 
0082) If, as in step S322, the rear road wheel actuators 87, 
88 malfunction but the steering sensors are functional, the 
controller 16 maintains the clutch mechanism 50 in a 
disengaged state. Because the RRWAS 15 is not functional, 
the controller 16 deactivates it and operates the vehicle in a 
Steer-by-wire mode without rear Steering as shown in Step 
S324. The controller 16 then resumes normal monitoring 
and control functions in step S326. 
0083) If, as in step S328, the rear road wheel actuators 87, 
88 are functional but the Steering Sensors are not functional, 
the controller engages the clutch mechanism 50. Because the 
DIS 12 is not functional, the controller 16 deactivates it and 
operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with the front road 
wheel actuator 38 providing the electronic power assist as 
shown in step S330. The RRWAS 15 may continue to be 
controlled by the controller 16. The controller 16 then 
resumes normal monitoring and control functions in Step 
S332. 

0084. If neither the rear road wheel actuators nor the 
Steering Sensors malfunction, as shown in Step S334, then 
the controller 16 maintains the clutch mechanism 50 in a 
disengaged State. The Steering System 10 is then operated in 
a steer-by-wire mode as shown in step S336 and the con 
troller 16 resumes normal monitoring and control functions 
in step S338 along with continued control of the RRWAS 15. 
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0085 FIG. 10 is a flowchart summarizing the control 
algorithm executed in submatrix C3, starting with step S340. 
The controller 16 inquires as to the functional capacity of the 
rear road wheel actuators 87, 88 in step S342 and the front 
road wheel sensors in step S344. If, as in step S346, there is 
a malfunction of both the rear road wheel actuators and the 
front road wheel sensors, the clutch mechanism 50 is 
engaged. In step S348, the controller 16 deactivates the 
FRWAS 14 and the RRWAS 15 and operates the steering 
System 10 in a manual mode without rear Steering control. 
The controller 16 then resumes normal monitoring and 
control functions in step S350. 
0086) If, as in step S352, the rear road wheel actuators 
malfunction but the front road wheel Sensors are functional, 
the controller 16 maintains the clutch mechanism 50 in a 
disengaged state. Because the RRWAS 15 is not functional, 
the controller 16 deactivates it and operates the vehicle in a 
Steer-by-wire without rear Steering control as shown in Step 
S354. The controller 16 then resumes normal monitoring 
and control functions in step S356. 
0087) If, as in step S358, the rear road wheel actuators are 
functional but the front road wheel Sensors are not func 
tional, the controller engages the clutch mechanism 50. 
Because the FRWAS 14 is not functional, the controller 16 
deactivates it and operates the vehicle in an EPAS mode with 
rear Steering, with the reaction torque generator 26 providing 
the electronic power assist as shown in step S360. The rear 
road wheel actuators 87.88 may continue to receive com 
mand Signals from controller 16 and move the respective 
rear road wheel for further assisted steering. The controller 
16 then resumes normal monitoring and control functions in 
step S362. 
0088. If neither the rear road wheel actuators nor the front 
road wheel sensors malfunction, as shown in step S364, then 
the controller 16 maintains the clutch mechanism 50 in a 
disengaged state while the RRWAS 15 continues to move 
the rear road wheels 48 accordingly. The steering system 10 
is then operated in a Steer-by-wire mode as shown in Step 
S366 and the controller 16 resumes normal monitoring and 
control functions in step S368 with rear wheel steering. 
0089. The present invention as described in its preferred 
embodiment thus provides a steering System capable of 
operation in one of six modes: Steer-by-wire with rear 
Steering, Steer-by-wire without rear Steering, electronic 
power assist Steering (EPAS) with rear Steering, electronic 
power Steering (EPAS) without rear steering, front Steering 
mechanical backup (manual steering) with rear Steering, and 
front Steering mechanical backup without rear Steering. The 
control of each Steering mode and the transition between the 
respective Steering modes is determined according to the 
various control Schemes presented herein. It should be 
apparent to those skilled in the art that the above-described 
embodiment is merely illustrative of but a few of the many 
possible Specific embodiments of the present invention. 
Numerous and various other arrangements can be readily 
devised by those skilled in the art without departing from the 
Spirit and Scope of the invention as defined in the following 
claims. 

1. A motor vehicle Steering System Selectively operable in 
a steer-by-wire mode with rear Steering, Steer-by-wire mode 
without rear Steering, electronic power assist Steering 
(EPAS) mode with rear Steering, electronic power Steering 
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(EPAS) without rear Steering, mechanical backup manual 
mode with rear Steering, and mechanical backup manual 
mode without rear Steering, the Steering System comprising: 

a front road wheel actuator System including a front road 
wheel actuator adapted for directing an at least one 
front road wheel in accordance with a front Steering 
value; 

a rear road wheel actuator System including an indepen 
dent rear road wheel actuator adapted for directing an 
at least one rear road wheel in accordance with a rear 
Steering value; 

a driver interface System including a reaction torque 
generator, the driver interface System coupled to the 
front road wheel actuator System, the driver interface 
System adapted to determine the Steering value, and 
further adapted to communicate the Steering value to 
the front and rear road wheel actuator Systems, 

a clutch mechanism Selectively coupling the driver inter 
face System and the front road wheel actuator System; 
and 

a controller adapted to determine one of the Steer-by-wire 
mode with rear Steering, Steer-by-wire mode without 
rear Steering, electronic power assist Steering (EPAS) 
mode with rear Steering, electronic power Steering 
(EPAS) without rear Steering, mechanical backup 
manual mode with rear Steering, or mechanical backup 
manual mode without rear Steering, the controller 
coupled to the front and rear road wheel actuator 
Systems, the driver interface System, and the clutch 
mechanism, 

wherein in the Steer-by-wire mode with rear Steering the 
controller maintains the clutch mechanism in a disen 
gaged State and the controller operates the driver inter 
face System and the front and rear road wheel actuator 
System Such that the motor Vehicle is electronically 
Steerable; and in the Steer-by-wire mode without rear 
Steering the controller maintains the clutch mechanism 
in a disengaged State and the controller operates the 
driver interface System and the front road wheel actua 
tor System Such that the motor vehicle is electronically 
steerable; and in the EPAS mode with rear steering the 
controller causes the clutch mechanism to engage and 
Selectively causes one of the road wheel actuator Sys 
tem or the driver interface System to provide electronic 
power assist Steering while controlling the rear Steer 
ing; and in the EPAS mode without rear steering the 
controller causes the clutch mechanism to engage and 
Selectively causes one of the road wheel actuator Sys 
tem or the driver interface System to provide electronic 
power assist Steering while deactivating the rear Steer 
ing, and in the backup mode with rear Steering, the 
controller causes the clutch mechanism to engage Such 
that the motor vehicle is mechanically steerable while 
controlling the rear Steering, and in the manual backup 
mode without rear Steering, the controller causes the 
clutch mechanism to engage Such that the motor 
vehicle is mechanically Steerable while deactivating the 
rear Steering. 

2. The steering system of claim 1 wherein the driver 
interface System includes at least one angular position Sensor 
to determine an angular position of a Steerable member, a 
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reaction torque generator current Sensor, and a reaction 
torque generator temperature Sensor. 

3. The steering system of claim 1 wherein the front road 
wheel actuator System further comprises at least one front 
road wheel position Sensor, a front road wheel actuator 
current Sensor, a front road wheel actuator temperature 
Sensor, and a rack load Sensor. 

4. The Steering System of claim 1 wherein the rear road 
wheel actuator System further comprises left and right rear 
road wheel position Sensor, left and right rear road wheel 
actuator current Sensor, and left and right rear road wheel 
actuator temperature Sensor. 

5. The steering system of claim 1 wherein the controller 
is further adapted to receive a Set input signals indicative of 
at least a vehicle Speed value, a lateral acceleration value, a 
yaw rate value, and an ignition mode. 

6. The steering system of claim 1 wherein in the EPAS 
mode with rear Steering, the controller controls one of the 
reaction torque generator or the front road wheel actuator to 
generate an assistive torque on the Steerable member, and 
further wherein the controller controls the rear road wheel 
actuator to provide rear Steering assist. 

7. The steering system of claim 1 wherein in the EPAS 
mode without rear Steering, the controller controls one of the 
reaction torque generator or the front road wheel actuator to 
generate an assistive torque on the Steerable member, and 
further wherein the controller deactivates the rear road 
wheel actuator. 

8. The steering System of claim 1 wherein in response to 
a driver interface System malfunction, the controller deac 
tivates the reaction torque generator, and further wherein the 
controller controls the front road wheel actuator to provide 
electronic Steering power assist and further wherein the 
controller controls the rear road wheel actuator to provide 
rear Steering assist. 

9. The steering system of claim 8 wherein the driver 
interface System malfunction includes at least one Selected 
from the group of a reaction torque generator malfunction, 
an angular position Sensor malfunction, a reaction torque 
generator current Sensor malfunction, or a reaction torque 
generator temperature Sensor malfunction. 

10. The steering system of claim 8 wherein the driver 
interface System malfunction includes a reaction torque 
generator malfunction. 

11. The steering system of claim 8 wherein the driver 
interface System malfunction includes an angular position 
Sensor malfunction. 

12. The steering system of claim 8 wherein the driver 
interface System malfunction includes a reaction torque 
generator current Sensor malfunction. 

13. The steering system of claim 8 wherein the driver 
interface System malfunction includes a reaction torque 
generator temperature Sensor malfunction. 

14. The Steering System of claim 1 wherein in response to 
a front road wheel actuator System malfunction, the control 
ler deactivates the front road wheel actuator, and further 
wherein the controller controls the reaction torque generator 
to provide electronic Steering power assist and further 
wherein the controller controls the rear road wheel actuators 
to provide rear Steering assist. 

15. The steering system of claim 14 wherein the front road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes at least one 
Selected from the group of a front road wheel actuator 
malfunction, a front road wheel position Sensor malfunction, 
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a front road wheel actuator current Sensor malfunction, a 
front road wheel actuator temperature Sensor malfunction, or 
a rack load Sensor malfunction. 

16. The steering system of claim 14 wherein the front road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes a front road 
wheel actuator malfunction. 

17. The steering system of claim 14 wherein the front road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes a front road 
wheel position Sensor malfunction. 

18. The steering system of claim 14 wherein the front road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes a front road 
wheel actuator current Sensor malfunction. 

19. The steering system of claim 14 wherein the front road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes a front road 
wheel actuator temperature Sensor malfunction. 

20. The steering system of claim 14 wherein the front road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes a rack load 
Sensor malfunction. 

21. The Steering System of claim 1 wherein in response to 
a rear road wheel actuator System malfunction, the controller 
deactivates the rear road wheel actuator, and further wherein 
the controller maintains the control of the Steering System in 
Steer-by-wire mode without rear Steering. 

22. The Steering System of claim 21 wherein the rear road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes at least one of 
a rear road wheel actuator malfunction, a rear road wheel 
position Sensor malfunction, a rear road wheel actuator 
current Sensor malfunction, or a rear road wheel actuator 
temperature Sensor malfunction. 

23. The steering system of claim 21 wherein the rear road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes a rear road 
wheel actuator malfunction. 

24. The steering system of claim 21 wherein the rear road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes a rear road 
wheel position Sensor malfunction. 

25. The steering system of claim 21 wherein the rear road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes a rear road 
wheel actuator current Sensor malfunction. 

26. The steering system of claim 21 wherein the rear road 
wheel actuator System malfunction includes a rear road 
wheel actuator temperature Sensor malfunction. 

27. The Steering System of claim 1 wherein in response to 
a driver interface System malfunction and a front road wheel 
actuator System malfunction, the controller deactivates the 
reaction torque generator and the front road wheel actuator 
and further wherein the controller controls the rear road 
wheel actuators to provide rear Steering assist. 

28. The steering system of claim 27 wherein in response 
to a driver interface System malfunction and a front road 
wheel actuator System malfunction, the controller causes the 
clutch mechanism to be engaged Such that the motor vehicle 
is manually Steerable with rear Steering assist. 

29. The steering system of claim 1 wherein in response to 
a driver interface System malfunction and rear road wheel 
actuator System malfunction, the controller deactivates the 
reaction torque generator and the rear road wheel actuator 
and further wherein the controller controls the front road 
wheel actuators to provide electronic Steering assist. 

30. The steering system of claim 29 wherein in response 
to a driver interface System malfunction and rear road wheel 
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actuator System malfunction, the controller causes the clutch 
mechanism to be engaged Such that the motor vehicle is 
electronically Steerable with front Steering assist. 

31. The Steering System of claim 1 wherein in response to 
a front and rear road wheel actuator System malfunction, the 
controller deactivates the front and rear road wheel actuators 
and further wherein the controller controls the reaction 
torque generator to provide electronic Steering assist. 

32. The Steering System of claim 31 wherein in response 
to a front and rear road wheel actuator System malfunction, 
the controller causes the clutch mechanism to be engaged 
such that the motor vehicle is electronically steerable with 
reaction torque generator Steering assist. 

33. The Steering System of claim 1 wherein in response to 
a driver interface System malfunction, and front and rear 
road wheel actuator System malfunction, the controller deac 
tivates the reaction torque generator and front and rear road 
wheel actuators. 

34. The steering system of claim 33 wherein in response 
to a driver interface System malfunction, and front and rear 
road wheel actuator System malfunction, the controller 
causes the clutch mechanism to be engaged Such that the 
motor Vehicle is manually Steerable. 

35. The Steering System of claim 1 further comprising a 
battery to provide electrical current to the driver interface 
System, front road wheel actuator System and the rear road 
wheel actuator System, and further comprising a battery 
current Sensor coupled to the controller, the battery current 
Sensor Sensitive to fluctuations in battery current. 

36. The steering system of claim 35 wherein in response 
to a threshold battery current value, the controller deacti 
Vates the reaction torque generator, the front road wheel 
actuator and the rear road wheel actuator, and further 
wherein the controller causes the clutch mechanism to be 
engaged Such that the motor vehicle is manually Steerable. 

37. The steering system of claim 35 wherein in response 
to no electrical current to the driver interface System, front 
road wheel actuator System and the rear road wheel actuator 
System, the clutch mechanism is engaged Such that the motor 
vehicle is manually Steerable. 

38. The steering system of claim 1 wherein the front road 
wheel actuator is coupled to a pinion, and further wherein 
the front road wheel actuator is adapted to rotate the pinion 
Such that the pinion causes a rack to move along a transverse 
axis of the motor vehicle. 

39. The steering system of claim 1 wherein the reaction 
torque generator is coupled to a steerable member, and 
further wherein the reaction torque generator is adapted to 
rotate a shaft Such that the shaft causes the Steerable member 
to rotate. 

40. The steering system of claim 1 wherein the reaction 
torque generator is further adapted to generate reaction 
torque in the Steer-by-wire mode, and further wherein the 
reaction torque generator is adapted to generate electronic 
power assisted steering in the EPAS mode. 


